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Organization of this Presentation
• Overview of Assignment
• Findings by Research Question
• Summary and Implications

Study Objectives

Study Purpose
• Describe admissions and placement-test coverage of the
Texas Career and College Readiness Standards
(TCCRS)
– How much do college admissions and placement tests already
assess requirements in the Texas standards?
– Are any areas of the TCCRS not assessable by placement and
admissions tests?
– How rigorous and cognitively demanding are the TCCRS and
how do they compare to the tests?
– Not to identify the “best” test

Tests included in study
• Three test developers (College Board, ACT, Pearson)
provided 2,699 test items for this study
– ACT, ACCUPLACER, ASSET, COMPASS, SAT, THEA

• Math and ELA items
• All multiple-choice except for writing
• None were developed specifically to measure the
TCCRS
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Focus of Analysis
• Rigor
– Are test items and standards are below, at, or above the
level at which an entry level college student should perform?

• Cognitive Demand
– What is the level of information processing and the degree of
conscious thought needed to complete a test item or
performance expectation?

• Alignment:
– Number of items assessing each standard
– Categorical concurrence (are at least six or more items
aligned to each standard?)
– Range of Knowledge (is one or more item aligned for at least
half of the standards?)
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Findings 
by Research Question

1. Which tests are most aligned to 
the TCCRS?
• Tests showed similar patterns of item coverage
– Math ACT, COMPASS, ASSET, and SAT stand out
– ELA COMPASS demonstrated slightly more breadth
– None of the tests met criteria for alignment to cross-disciplinary skills
o Key cognitive strategies better aligned than foundational skills
o COMPASS and SAT ELA tests provided most coverage of the key
cognitive strategies

• Some tests provided unique coverage or strengths
– SAT and THEA in statistical reasoning
– SAT Writing was the only test to assess research
– THEA and SAT have comparable alignment to tests with many more
items

2. Which standards were the most/least aligned to 
and assessed by the tests?
• Across tests, the most test items assessed:
- Algebraic reasoning, problem solving and reasoning
- Writing

• Across tests, the highest alignment occurred in:
- Algebraic reasoning, numeric reasoning, and functions
- Writing

• Across tests, the fewest test items assessed:
- Probabilistic reasoning and statistical reasoning
- Research

• Across tests, the lowest alignment occurred in:
- Foundational skills
- Foundational skills, Reading

3. Do tests assess all standards and, if not, 
which are not assessed at all?
• Some practical/applied skills in math, reading and research may not
be measurable on a multiple-choice test
• Examples of standards not assessed included:
- Statistical reasoning: to read, analyze, interpret, and draw conclusions
from data
- Data collection
- Locate explicit textual information and draw complex inferences,
analyze, and evaluate the information within and across texts of
varying lengths
- Describe, analyze, and evaluate information within and across literary
and other texts from a variety of cultures and historical periods
- Select information from a variety of sources
- Produce and design a document

4. Which standards are most and least rigorous 
and cognitively demanding?
•
•
•

Similar patterns observed for rigor and cognitive demand
Math standards were less rigorous and cognitively demanding than
ELA standards
Standards with highest average rigor and cognitive demand:
- Math: Problem solving and reasoning, connections, and key
cognitive strategies
- ELA: Writing, research, and key cognitive strategies

• Standards with lowest average rigor and cognitive demand:
- Math: Numeric reasoning and algebraic reasoning
- ELA: Reading

5. Which tests are most rigorous and cognitively
demanding?
•

Highest average cognitive demand
- Math: SAT, ACT, and THEA
- SAT and ACT most similar in cognitive demand to the standards
they assessed
- ELA: ACCUPLACER and THEA
- ACCUPLACER and THEA most similar in cognitive demand to
the standards they assessed

•

Highest average rigor
- Math: Tests were nearly identical
- ELA: THEA, ACCUPLACER, and SAT
- THEA most similar in rigor to the standards it assessed

6. Were the standards more rigorous and cognitively
demanding than the test items assessing them?
•

Performance expectations were, on average, more cognitively
demanding than were the test items assessing them, except:
- Rigor:
o Math: Numeric reasoning, algebraic reasoning, measurement
reasoning, functions, communications, and representation
o ELA: Writing

- Cognitive demand:
o Math: Numeric reasoning, algebraic reasoning, measurement
reasoning and probabilistic reasoning, and functions
o ELA: None

Summary and Implications

Summary and Implications

•
•

Overall the TCCRS were more rigorous and cognitively demanding
than the test items
Tests were more similar than different:
•
•

•

•

Similar in their coverage and representation of the standards
Similar in rigor and cognitive demand

Multiple methods may be needed to assess the TCCRS
•

Standards may not be assessable via mostly-multiple-choice tests:

o

Research and applied skills (collecting data, planning a study, using reference
materials)

Some standards are not sufficiently assessed by any tests:
•
•
•

Foundational skills and key cognitive strategies
Statistical and probabilistic reasoning
Research

Future Research

• How can we make tests more rigorous to be more
consistent with and to better assess the rigor expected
by the TCCRS?
• What other methods can be utilized to rigorously assess
the standards that are important to THECB but not
assessed by any admissions or placement tests?
– How will rigor be evaluated and monitored for these
methods?
• What impact might more rigorous assessments have on
developmental education?
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